Spanish language planning needs and efforts in the public domains of health, law, work, media and communication, citizenship, social welfare, and education are described. For each of these domains, communication inadequacies, planning authorities, plans for alleviating inadequacies, and'efforts at implementation of plans are identified. Perceived language inadequacies in the provision of services to the Spanish-speaking community have been. addressed by a wide range of interacting planning authorities. Federal language planning activities are most often in the form of court decisions followed up by laws or regulations. Legal claims based on language discrimination must be backed up by a demonstration that substantial rights are diminished.by lack of bilingual services. Other language.planning activities include publication of textbooks to teach Spanish to personnel who serve Spanish speakers,. bilingual signs and other information sources, and the training and use of interpreters. It is concluded that the most effective plans specify who is to implement the plan, who is to monitor the process, and what guidelines are to be used. Lack of definition and specification leads to disjointed implementation effbrts. (RW) 
SPANISH LANGUAGE PLANNING IN THE UNITED STATES
(1) WhAt language/communkatinadequacies ifave been idehtified and by whom, (2) Who the planners. 4rs which have the authority and poWer to make and influence langua er.related decisions v. Investigators witnessed hospital employees in the emergency triage area trying_to communicate in English and in hand gestures with monolingual Spanish speaking persons.
2.
In psychiatric emergency, a 24 hour unit with.three shifts, none of the nineteen people on the day shift, none of the thirteen people on the eveni/rig shift, and only one of the fourteen people on the night shift could speak Spanish.
The medical domain is an area in which.we are just beginning tO recognize some of the important communication gaps. There is a strong Within the legal* domain, perhaps the major communication inadequacy for Spanish (ahd other) speakers whici) has been identified by the federal government is that of the role of the court interpreter.
Until. very recently, despite'the critical importance of the role of the interpreter in court cases, there were no measures to (1) require certification of the capabilities and training of an interpreter for the post nor was there consideration of whether their understanding of the law and the interpretation process was adequate o the important , assignment they Were't6 carry out (2) record not only the testimony as given after reported by the lnterprefer but also to record the actual testimony of the witness-so that the translation could be verified. Impleme tation is vested in the agencies named above and it is widely acknowl dged that there is a great deal o variation in this implementation., However, a procedure for evaluation of these agencies does exist. In fact, the Commission is constantly monitoring these agencies and if it finds it necessary, 'it can either clbse an assessor 2 Level9 means that the person can participate fully in conversations with native speakers of the language on a variey of topics, including professional omit, 'with relative fluency and ease. Here we see that the manager is the planner, the plan is to provide bilingual services. Implementation is as follows: "A worker will be and/or servie. In Calfornia, the Hispanic Coalition has argued for the past ten years that Hispaniccustomers are not tgated equally because they are not given services equal to that of English speakers.
-Hence, ihe linguistic iriadequacy here is ihe inability of ther t7,
The plan is a very complicated one. In 1976, the California PUC ordered the Pacific Telephone to provide emergency telephone servlces.
in Spanish and Chinese to those areas where the population of Spanish-speakers or Chinese speakers was more thbn 5%.
In 1976 What we can observe in this\nstance is a complex interaction among thcld who have the-authority and power to make and influence language-related decisions but a lack of clear cut specification of the Implementation and evaluation process so that the only recourse of the ' pressure groups is to take every okortunity to reopen the issue. the specific services whrch the state, countfandlocal officials must provide.
It is clear that there is no regular mechanism for evaluating the quality and.quantity of these services. . ' problems, lh this case, in the first instance, in 1973, the compaint wds made 'as an administrative one'to the Office of Civil RI-al-its. "When Jnothing was done,there; the coMplaint was filed in Federal Court which r:equired that the defendant prove that the complaint was incorrect.
OCR then did an in depth study which resulted in the Mendoza report.
In 1979, OCR issued a letter of findings based on this report which . triggered the New York Ci-ty Department of-Social Services Lnto submitting a plan in which the city agreed to hire provisionally 272
. bilingual woi-kers. These figures we're then disputed by the PRLDF. OCR replied that it would monitor the department and then make a decision.
In August, 1981, OCR found that the city is still in violation of Title VI.
The PRLDF is still not happy with the implementation of the law , becaase:
(1) There is no guarantee that Spanish-only speakers will be assigned to a bilingual worker. They argue against the current policy which assigns applicants on a random basis without consideration of their language-needs.
(2) They want the city to provide periodic report on the actual number of bilingual workers, and (3) They want the bilingual workers to be given civil service status so as to guarantee Programs which use "world standard Span'ish." The language is free of regionalisms. Some of the language is free of regionalisms.
Some of the language may not be understood by United States panjsh speakers who use a regionpl'or ethnic designation instead of a standard one (e.g., program uses autobus but not camion, nor quagua).
Programs which use language specific to particular regions or social groups of ple Hispanic world outside of the United States, sush as Spain, Boivia or Chile. For example, these programs may use micro (Chile) or autocar (Spain), but not autobus, camion or guagua.
3.
Programs which use language characteristic of all the regions ahd ethnic varieties of United States Spanish. That is, the program uses quaqua and camion but not autob0s.
4.
Programs which use languge characteristic of the eastern United States and. the Caribbean, for example, uses guagua, but not autobus nor camion.
5.
Programs which use language charact.eristio of the western United States and Mexico. For example, use camion but not guaqua nor autobus.
6.
Programs which use non-standard, non-Spanish (as in bad' translations).
7.
Programs Which use both the regional or ethnic varieties of language as well as the "world standard Spanish" vhriety.
For example, uses camion and quaqua in addition to autobus. Programs which use controlled "world standard Spanish,!' using only language in the standard for which there are no'alternate regionalisms or ethnic varieties, hence eliminating caMion, guagba and autobus from instructional materials." (Keller, n. d., As a summary of cases from the PRLDF notes: "Accommodating non-English speakers in areas other than educWon requires a showing that without bilingual services the protection of substantial rights is diminished. Thus, non-EnglJsh speaking paintiffs must premise the).r language discrimination claim on the preservation of established risghts, and not naked demands for bilingualism" (p. 96). They note further that the greatest gains,for non-English speakers has been where the rights at -issue.are deemed of particular importance by the courts, for example, both voting rights and inequality in the criminal ju9,tice area are scrupulously probed whereas the courts have given less favorable treatment to unequal delivery of social services.
Tbe range of an interaction of planners in the identification of and the making of a planein any one domain is impressive: We hale The plans occur in a wide variety of forms and products._ In the federal case, as we have indicated above, they come most often in the ' form of court decisions, laws or administrative regLilations. But they can also consist of textbooks which contain specific kinds of language or dictionaries which prescribe correctness or desigpate regionalisms and so forth. So, enlisting the participation 'of the implementors in the process of making a plan has been recognized as essential by some students of planning.
Weican conclude that over the past twenty years the United States has been deeply inVolved 1h-defining language inadequacies which limited English speakers may have in many public domains. Many of the issues have been brought' on'behaff of Spanish-only speakers. '4 Finally, I would like to note that schola'rs have a very impOrtant role to play in this process. First and foremost, they can be very influential in defining language inadequacies for Spanish-only speakers. Secondly, they have been and will continue to be important in providing information for making a plan and in the actual planning process by hejping tb define adequate criteria for implementation as well as criteria.for the evaluation of such, plans.
I hope you will agree that it is an extremell exciting area for the application of linguistic and sociolinguistic skills.
